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About This Game

ASTEROIDSHD IS AN INTENSE ARCADE STYLE GAME!

Engage in space-warfare with your friends and foes! Dodge and destroy asteroids while trying to stay alive in multiplayer!
Replay value is endless with massive combinations of in-game ship upgrades, modifications, and customization. Destroy

Asteroids and Aliens to gain the edge while you brag to your friends!

BETA DISCLAIMER:

AsteroidsHD is still in development and will contain plenty of silly bugs! As of now, we require the community support to help
with beta testing Multiplayer to ensure a smooth experience. We are planning to do monthly updates with content including

Ships, Weapons, and balance for the game.

KEY FEATURES
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Arcade Style Game-play

Fun single and multiplayer game-modes

Account Progression (Leveling & Prestige System)

Unique Ship Selection

Online Multiplayer

Global Leader boards and Stats

In-Game Weapon, Armor, and Stats Upgrade System

Real-time Space Based Physics

MEDIA / SUPPORT

support@newworldcoders.com
Twitter: @AsteroidsHD and @NewWorldCoders
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Title: AsteroidsHD
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
NewWorldCoders
Publisher:
NewWorldCoders
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or 8

Processor: 2.5 GHz Quad Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: PixelShader 2.0 Compliant Graphics Adapter

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English
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Playthrough: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=WKq15vc6QW8
Length: around 1hr
Creative style: Great
Story: meh
Music: nice and relaxing
Gameplay: repetitive and not much to it

The art style and music is nice, but overall the game felt like it lacked purpose and some sort of bite. Absolutely loved Journey
but this didn't feel like it ever went anywhere and I was grinding through it just hoping for something interesting to happen or
for some purpose.

First time I had to plant things I got a little creative but after that I found myself spamming them just to get through them. Same
for the star placing

Can't say I can recommend it really unless you don't have much else to do or spend your cash on. quot;Very fun game. This is
one of few games that made me take up my vive again.
It's so much fun and really makes you wonder what the future of this game would be like.
I'm glad I got it this cheap BUT I would love to pay more for it.
Anyway I bought this game for my vr friends as well. Like I said. Too much fun.". A lovely little thing. Hey there,

Cute little game - funny jokes, great story line - nicely made artworks. Ok, sometimes a little bit serving gay cliches, but in a
humorously way.

Would have been even better if 3D and maybe voice recordings - Music was great btw as well.

I hope the produce a sequel somewhen soon - havent laughed that much while playing a game for a long time.

Keep up the nice work!!!. Lord Mayor is a great casual game. The graphics are nice, the gameplay is very well balaced and fun,
and the music is great. This game has a great proper and dapper feel to it, which I find very charming. As of the time of writing
this review I have played the game for literally 20 minutes and I'm already hooked. The best part is that it's only 2 bucks! That's
the same price as a bag of chips, and if this game were a bag of chips, it would be Pringles. I enjoy this game and plan on
playing it in the future, and I'm honored to be the first person to review this game.. was fun for 2 hours. then got bored.. thats all
. Pretty damn neat.. The best worst game I've ever played.

WELCOME TO THE BONEZONE
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I really like this game, but I can't find any rounds on the local network. :(. Okay, so I am not sure if the build that they made the
demo video of and the build they released are the same....cause the game I played was nothing like that video! I got
WRECKED! I think that it could be a fun game, though it is a bit frustrating due to the controls. Check out the video I made,
towards the end is my death compilation of just me dying again and again. I also decided to give them a back story in the
process, enjoy. 6\/10

https:\/\/youtu.be\/VGH9eY-ceck. I really enjoy tower defense games. This one is quite nice. Good graphics, decent upgrade
platform BUT the difficulty past the 3rd map is obsurd. I was enjoying this game until this point. been spending way too many
hours grinding points to upgrade for them to make no difference. This would have been an recommended but the difficulty is
way unbalanced. That and watching gameplay online shows the browser version was WAY easier. Upgrades were cheaper, could
put down three mines and gems were more generous at the end of the mission. Had they not changed this aspect, this game
would have been a 10/10. Great music :). in Space is a fragmented yet enjoyable basic experience, the true definition of an indie
game. First things first, it has an amazing soundtrack, and the visuals are retro. The gameplay is its main focus, and they
humorously tote that due to budget everything else was cut, and what it does it does well. NOW what it doesn't do is tell you
what this game actually is....

Its a 2D scrolling shooter with MATCH 3 mechanics. Not anywhere was that apparent on the store, and it took me one attempt
to figure out the game mechanics, so its easily accessible yet moderately challenging once you get going. For my bottom line.....

"So ya, I'd buy that for a dolar"

List of things you can buy with a dollar:

This game.
Homeless person's adoration.
Some crappy noodles.....(but they taste so good)
100 pennies if your government still mints them (or some other subpar coinage)
Really cheap prostitutes (ok well this one you end up paying more in other ways... :( )
Cheap in game cosmetics
Some other crappy indie games on steam which won't give you near as much fun as this.....

....oh and it has trading cards.... ones of my favorite games, bought it when it first came out on ps3.. Update: On level 4, I think I
almost beat it, but the game has broken my will to live, this game is HARD!

Played the demo a few times and snagged the game. Playing through the first few levels I'm really enjoying this game. It
certainly has the retro feel to it. It is certainly getting harder and still loving it. How did I miss this title? If you are looking for
an old school game and want something new, with a challengeI HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS. Here is my experience with the
demo if you are curious:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GS5IuxF4uNo. I actually really enjoyed the departure from the fantasy setting and the
overhaul of the gameplay. Maybe not as polished as the original PQ but still really good in it's own right. I grabbed it at 90% off
which made it 99 cents and at that price it is a must buy for anyone that likes PQ or just puzzle games in general. At full price it
is a little harder to recommend unless you are a puzzle game junkie, otherwise I would say just wait for a sale to pick this one
up.. Another match 2 game that should have been a DLC to the original game, a FREE DLC that is. How can you justify
charging money each time you just change the Googled stock images for the cards?. Disclaimer: I know the developer

This is a great game that manages to be both funny and touching in a short amount of time. Recommended for everyone who
doesn't just judge games by hours of gameplay\/dollar!
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